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1. Executive Summary
The Thailand Burma Border Consortium (TBBC) provides fuel for cooking, food and shelter material
to over 140,000 refugees in nine Burmese refugee camps in Thailand. A rapid environmental impact
assessment (EIA) of TBBC’s program and activities was conducted by an external consultant in
response to a request by one its donor agencies, Swedish International Development Agency (Sida).
The assessment was carried out in line with Sida’s Guidelines for the Review of EIA - Humanitarian
Assistance. This report highlights the findings of the EIA and proposes a number of realistic
recommendations for consideration by TBBC. These are summarized below.
Procurement and Logistics
Out of TBBC’s activities, transportation has the most significant direct negative impact on the
environment in terms of greenhouse gas and pollutant emissions.
The transportation of supplies is fully outsourced to the supplier but is closely monitored and
evaluated by TBBC. Incorporation of environmental criteria for the selection, monitoring and
evaluation of the supplier is recommended in order to raise awareness and support the adoption of
better practice over time. Such criteria could include, for example, the average age of vehicle fleet
used, prevalence of driver training, type of fuel used, route management, packing quality, legality of
material source, tonne of material carried per km, etc. There is also an opportunity to optimize supply
transport within a few camps, particularly for charcoal.
The transport of staff to and from the refugee camps is efficiently managed and planned on a monthly
basis by staff in the TBBC headquarters and in each of the field offices.
Physical Planning
The location of the refugee camps and its physical planning is set by the Ministry of Interior from the
Royal Thai Government. However, TBBC is responsible for the physical planning of the rented land
used for the Community Agriculture and Nutrition (CAN) Programme and forestation activities as
well as its supply storage warehouses.
The CAN Programme is based on a Low External Input Sustainable Agriculture approach applying
environmental best practices - terrace planting, using natural pesticides, organic composting, effective
utilization of available water and selecting most appropriate plants based on local conditions. In the
selection of the sites for the CAN Programme and tree planting, it is important that TBBC continues
to promote and apply CAN best practices, especially in Nu Po as it is located in the Umphang
Wildlife Sanctuary.
In Nu Po camp, the CAN Programme is located next to a waste incinerator and an open air waste pit –
at the time of assessment the pit was seen to contain potentially hazardous wastes such as lead
batteries. Although TBBC is not responsible for waste management at the camps, this issue should be
brought to the refugee camp committee to avoid contamination of local water resources (proximity of
local pond) and food crops grown in the CAN allotments.
Generally, all TBBC’s warehouses are of good quality, with concrete floors and zinc roofing which
reduces adverse impacts of spills and contamination. Of all the warehouses visited, it is recommended
that four charcoal warehouses in Site 1 and Umpiem be relocated due to potential flood and landslide
risk respectively. In Mae La camp, a larger warehouse might be required to ensure adequate charcoal
storage and minimize adverse impact of charcoal dust formation on the environment and refugee
health.
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Water and Sanitation
The management of water supply in quality and quantity and respective sanitation is not the direct
responsibility of TBBC. However, TBBC utilizes the water supplied to the camp and its food and
charcoal supplies are sources of waste in the camp. The cooking oil, fish paste, charcoal and the
respective packaging provided by TBBC require close monitoring to minimize the potential negative
impact on environment. For example, the general quality of the charcoal sacks is poor and should be
improved. Furthermore, the charcoal sacks should be returned to the supplier for reuse, or be reused
by refugees for storing charcoal only instead of erosion prevention.
Positively, TBBC’s current practice minimizes potential adverse impacts – for example, plastic drums
used for fish paste are reused by the supplier and include an inner plastic bag lining allowing for
greater protection and reduction of odors. TBBC has opted to change cooking oil containers from
plastic bottles to metal tins which has led to a reduction in plastic waste and in the number of leakages
and which also allows reuse of these tins and is a source of income for the refugee camp committee.
TBBC’s Programme Guidelines provides rules for secondary use of cooking oil tins, which should be
extended to other packaging material provided by TBBC, in particular charcoal sacks.
Food
TBBC provides refugees with a food basket containing rice, Asia Remix (fortified flour), salt, cooking
oil, fish paste and yellow split peas. TBBC has full time nutrition experts and consults with
international nutrition specialists on a regular basis. The food basket complies with United Nations
World Food Program regulations.
Energy
The headquarters and field offices have good natural lighting, use energy efficient lighting and most
electric appliances have Label 5 (highest electrical efficiency in the Thai market). TBBC also owns a
small diesel generator managed by the refugee camp committee in Tham Hin. There is an opportunity
for TBBC to improve its energy management to avoid unnecessary diesel consumption, respective
noise and fuel emissions. In addition, TBBC should improve the diesel generator warehouse to match
the construction quality of existing TBBC warehouses.
Forestry, Agriculture and Livestock
The high population density of the refugee camps leads to a significant pressure on forests and
wildlife and respective carrying capacity of the surrounding ecosystem. TBBC supplies food, shelter
and charcoal reducing this pressure considerably. In addition, TBBC supports agricultural and tree
planting activities as well as local shelter production mitigating the environmental impact of the
refugee camps (e.g. cement post project, mud bricks, bamboo water leaching and bamboo planting).
If funds are made available, TBBC should continue to extend its successful CAN and tree planting
projects to other camps and explore opportunities for agro-forestry. TBBC should evaluate its ongoing pilot projects and, if successful, extend these to other camps beyond Nu Po – particularly
Umpiem and Tham Hin where the ecosystem’s carrying capacity has been clearly exceeded. If
possible, TBBC should also prioritize on planting local indigenous trees and bamboo instead of
eucalyptus trees.
Chemical Effects
TBBC does not use any man-made fertilizers or pesticides in its activities. Rice fumigation using
methyl bromide is applied by specialized staff in camps where rice is stored for a minimum of
six/seven months. The fumigation process complies with United Nations World Food Program
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requirements. TBBC should continue to monitor and report any spills from cooking oil, fish paste,
charcoal and provide regular training to TBBC field staff and refugee staff at the warehouses.
People, Social Services and Education
TBBC provides regular training to TBBC field staff, camp committee, local Thai villagers and
refugees for a number of activities and pilot projects that mitigate the adverse impact of the refugee
camps on the environment. The key challenge for TBBC is the high turnover of refugee staff
particularly volunteers. These volunteers are responsible for managing some of the warehouses tasks
including cleaning, verifying correct unloading/loading process, etc. If possible, TBBC should ensure
these volunteers are trained and if there is a regular turn-over of staff, TBBC should opt for part-time
staff to ensure they are familiarized with TBBC’s best practices.
TBBC should also consider including environmental reporting in the TBBC Programme Reports.
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2. Background and Objective
The Thailand Burma Border Consortium (TBBC) is a non-profit, non-governmental humanitarian
relief and development agency. Upon request from the Swedish International Development Agency
(Sida), a core funding agency, TBBC contracted an external consultant to conduct an environmental
impact assessment (EIA) with the following three objectives:
1. Assess the impact that the current TBBC organizational, programme and operational activities
have on the environment.
2. Produce a report that TBBC can use with its donors, and other stakeholders, in reporting on
the environmental impact of its activities.
3. Highlight realistic recommendations that TBBC can implement to reduce any negative
impacts on the environment.

3. Scope and Methodology
3.1 Methodology Overview
The EIA project was divided into five key phases:
1. Scoping (meeting with TBBC Organizational Development Director)
a. Identification of TBBC’s activities and study area
2. Literature and Data Review
a. Project documents (e.g. progress reports)
b. Literature review (e.g. UNHCR)
c. Secondary geographic data (as relevant and if available)
i. Soil and land use maps
ii. Location of natural parks and wildlife sanctuaries
iii. Hydrography maps and water source points
3. Inception Report including Methodology, Questions and Checklist based on eight key
components as indicated in Sida’s Guidelines for the Review of EIA - Humanitarian Assistance.
4. Field Audit and Environmental Impact Assessment including interviews with TBBC field staff
and other partner agencies.
5. Report Production and Submission including Recommendations and Pragmatic Action Plan
for Mitigation Measures
The EIA scope was defined based on an initial literature and data review, and an inception meeting at
Thailand Burma Border Consortium (TBBC) on the 6th December 2011. The following section
summarizes TBBC’s key activities and the selected study area.

3.2 Organizational Structure
It is important to highlight the organizational structure of the refugee camps and the roles of multiple
stakeholders/agencies. Each agency implements and is responsible for particular programs within the
refugee camps such as:
•

Water and Sanitation (e.g. Solidarites International, International Rescue Committee,
American Refugee Committee).
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•

Health (e.g. Aide Medical International).

•

Education (e.g. Adventist Development & Relief Agency, Catholic Office for Emergency
Relief & Refugees, ZOA Refugee Care Netherlands).

These above agencies and TBBC work together with the refugee camp committee, allowing the
refugees to participate in decision making, program design and implementation, ensuring their selfreliance. Other major international agencies working in the refugee camps include the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and the International Organization for Migration (IOM).
The Committee for Coordination of Services to Displaced Persons in Thailand (CCSDPT) is the main
agency responsible for coordinating all activities undertaken by the Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and the UNHCR at the refugee camps. Both these organizations are involved in the
operation and management of the camps. The CCSDPT works under the mandate of the Ministry
of Interior and has a committee of NGOs of which TBBC is an executive member.
TBBC’s programs are consistent with the CCSDPT/UNHCR Strategic Framework for Durable
Solutions and are implemented through partnerships with refugee committees, community-based
organizations and local groups.

3.3 TBBC’s Activities
TBBC’s daily activities are mainly related to the supply of fuel for use in cooking stoves, food and
shelter.
The fuel and food related activities include:
•

Food procurement and supply (e.g. transportation and distribution).

•

Fuel supply for cooking stoves (e.g. charcoal).

•

Fuel and food storage (e.g. warehouses).

•

Local food production (e.g. Community Agriculture and Nutrition Programme – Box 1).

•

Livestock support as part of TBBC’s income generation program.

•

Diesel generator for electricity.

Shelter related activities include:
•

Procurement and supply of shelter material including construction and maintenance (e.g.
bamboo, eucalyptus, grass/leaf thatch, plastic sheets and zinc panels).

•

Provision of local shelter material such as bamboo and eucalyptus (e.g. land rented by TBBC
for planting trees).

While carrying out a number of these activities, TBBC provides regular training and capacity building
to refugees and local Thai communities.

Box 1 - Community Agriculture and Nutrition (CAN) Programme
Since 2002, TBBC is responsible for managing a successful and pioneering CAN Programme.
Currently, the programme covers operates in five refugee camps - Nu Po, Umpiem, Mae La Oon,
Mae Ra Ma Luang and Mae La. It is based on Low External Input Sustainable Agriculture applying
environmental best practices - terrace planting, using natural pesticides, organic composting,
effective utilization of available water and selecting most appropriate plants based on local
conditions. The objective is to build community self-reliance in agriculture and nutrition, and to
improve overall availability and access to nutritious foods in order to enhance refugee household
nutrition and income.
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Under this project, TBBC provides seeds, sseedlings, treees, tools and
d fencing andd regular traiining and
capacitty building (4
( to 5 timess per year w
with three to five days practical trainiing). Trainin
ng is also
given tto neighboriing Thai villlages for shaared benefits and comm
munity integrration. In thee last 10
years, T
TBBC estim
mates training
g over 10,0000 refugees un
nder the CAN
N Programme
me.
Dependding on the camps,
c
refug
gees can use land rented by
b TBBC orr, if space is not availablee, opt for
growinng vegetables and trees in their houusehold gard
dens. TBBC has also iniitiated a seeed saving
initiativve to supportt full self-relliance. Accorrding to TBB
BC’s Program
m Report - JJanuary to Ju
une 2011,
22% oof all househholds in thee five campps (excluding
g boarding houses) receeived seeds and are
cultivatting gardenss inside and outside the ccamps. The only critical challenges aare space av
vailability
within the camps for
fo agriculturre practices aand funding limitations to
t be able to implement the
t CAN
Program
mme in all camps.
The CA
AN Program
mme falls under the TB
BBC Develo
opment Prog
gramme andd is supporteed by an
Agricuultural Speciaalist and fourr Agriculturaal Officers. An
A educational film entitlled “Ma Doh
h Ma Ka”
is show
wn in the cam
mps to raise awareness oon the CAN Programme and its beneefits. In addition, the
detailedd CAN handdbook, writteen by Davidd Saw Wah and
a translateed into four llanguages (B
Burmese,
Englishh, Karen andd Thai), sharres knowledgge and experrience on agrricultural andd environmeental best
practices. These materials
m
are comprehenssive and welll-illustrated. Catholic O
Office for Em
mergency
Relief aand Refugeees (COERR) and ZOA alsso support ag
griculture projects in mosst camps.

Figure 1 – CAN Pro gramme at Umpiem reffugee camp
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3.4 Defining the Scope and Methodology
The EIA focused on five of the eight components specified by Sida1, which are highlighted in bold
below:
1. Procurement and Logistics
2. Physical Planning
3. Water and Sanitation
4. Food
5. Energy
6. Forestry, Agriculture and Livestock
7. Chemical Effects
8. People, Social Services and Education
The remaining 3 components are not directly related to TBBC’s activities or are outside TBBC’s full
control (i.e. these are managed by CCSDPT, refugee committee and other agencies – e.g. waste
management, water and sanitation). However, these 3 components have been covered in this report to
a lesser extent and the recommendations provided to TBBC reflect these limitations.
In Thailand, TBBC is active in a total of nine refugee camps (Figure 2). As these share similarities in
location and structure (and therefore in the main categories of environmental impacts), five camps
were selected and audited in January 2012 on the following basis:
•

Ban Mai Nai Soi (Site 1) – This camp is located near several water streams and susceptible
to potential flooding and landslides. It shares many similarities with remote Site 2 which is
crossed by a river and subject to regular flooding and landslides.

•

Mae La – This is the largest refugee camp in Thailand with about 48,000 refugees and likely
to present significant long-term impacts.

•

Nu Po – This refugee camp is situated in the Umphang Wildlife Sanctuary and expected to
present significant environmental impacts.

•

Tham Hin – This refugee camp has a different organizational structure and commercial
activities due to proximity to Bangkok when compared to all the other refugee camps.

•

Umpiem Mai – The camp is located in the proximities of the Umphang Wildlife Sanctuary
and expected to present significant environmental impacts.

The visit/audit enabled a clear overview of TBBC’s activities in the refugee camps and how these
activities reflect on the local environment. For the visits/audits, the basic methodology and key
questions for each component are included in Annex I, including list of key people interviewed. A
general checklist supported the visits/audits to the refugee camps and is included in Annex II.
Though the EIA presented here focuses particularly on the operational phase of activities, where
construction or decommissioning phases of any activities are undertaken by TBBC, these have been
included in the assessment.

1

Sida’s Guidelines for the Review of Environmental Impact Assessment - Humanitarian Assistance
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Figure 2 – Loocation of th
he nine refu
ugee camps in
i which TB
BBC operatees in Thailan
nd
((TBBC, 2012
2)
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4. Environmental Impact Assessment
4.1 Assessment of Procurement and Logistics
4.1.1 Understanding the procurement process
The assessment of the procurement and logistics covers all TBBC’s transport activities including staff
transport to and from the refugee camps. As previously mentioned, TBBC provides the refugee camps
with several food, shelter and non-food items such as:
•

Charcoal including packaging.

•

Bamboo, eucalyptus, grass and leaf thatch, plastic sheets and zinc panels.

•

Rice, Asia Remix (fortified flour), salt, soya bean cooking oil, fish paste, yellow split peas,
including packaging and plastic containers.

The charcoal and shelter material are sourced locally from Thailand as well as some food items like
the fortified flour, cooking oil and fish paste. The remaining food items are typically sourced outside
of Thailand, from countries such as Australia. The raw materials for charcoal production are often
sourced from Cambodia and Lao People’s Democratic Republic. Local sourcing of food (i.e. from
within the country) would mean a significant reduction in transportation and related greenhouse gas
emissions. However, according to TBBC, it is not always possible to source all food items at
competitive prices and large quantities from Thailand alone.
The quantities supplied to each camp depend primarily on the refugee camp preferences, population
characteristics and age groups. The items that require close monitoring due to their potential adverse
impacts on the local environment are cooking oil, fish paste and charcoal and their respective
packaging. Their impacts will be assessed in the Water and Sanitation section.
The TBBC procurement and logistics managers post an annual/bi-annual tender for supplies. The
suppliers selected are responsible for all transportation to the refugee camps. Depending on the camp
location and road access condition throughout the year, the supplies are delivered on monthly or
six/seven month basis (e.g. Mae La On and Mae Ra Ma Luang). The types of trucks utilized by
suppliers include ten-wheel trucks (e.g. capacity of 400 x 50 kg rice sacks), six wheelers, and 4x4
drive pick-up trucks depending on road access and location of refugee camp.
TBBC maintains detailed supplier evaluations including sample testing by third party, and a tendering
committee of procurement and program staff that select the best contracts based on best value for
money. The criteria taken into account for selection includes: price, product quality, production
capacity, reputation and proven ability to meet delivery schedules, experience in delivering
humanitarian assistance, and knowledge of local working conditions. This means that suppliers who
perform less than satisfactorily on previous contracts may not be awarded a future contract even if
their price is the lowest. In this evaluation process, there is a clear opportunity for TBBC to include
environmental criteria in the selection of the supplier (see section 4.1.5).
4.1.2 Transportation of Staff
All TBBC’s offices, including headquarters have a monthly chart with all the staff names and daily
travel arrangements to ensure efficient transport management (Figure 3). In addition, TBBC
headquarter has one full time staff responsible for managing staff transportation to and from the
refugee camps. For each refugee camp, there is one field staff responsible for coordinating local staff
transportation. Based on the visit/audit to the camps, it was evident that all staff transportation is
efficiently managed to reduce unnecessary travel duplication.
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Figurre 3 – Staff monthly pla
an at TBBC ’s Umphang
g office (left)) and TBBC
C headquarters in
Baangkok (righ
ht)
Furtherm
more, the Bangkok
B
staaff use the google caleendar appliccation to cooordinate work
w
and
transporrtation with other
o
TBBC field officess. About 3 to 5 people traavel to each ccamp on a bimonthly
basis froom Bangkokk headquarterrs. Except foor Tham Hin
n and Ban Don Yang, alll staff transp
port from
Bangkokk involves domestic
d
flig
ghts. Frequeent travel to
o the camps is requiredd to ensure effective
operatioon of TBBC’ss activities by field staff.
Previoussly the Mae Sot office was
w responssible for threee camps – Mae La, Um
mpiem and Nu Po –
particulaarly as Mae Sot office to
o Nu Po cam
mp representts almost a 5 hour drivee. TBBC hass reduced
travel tim
me and transsportation by
y opening an office in Um
mphang whicch is much cl
closer to Ump
piem and
Nu Po ccamps (1h30min drive). Therefore thhe impact of staff transpo
ortation and respective emissions
e
has beenn successfullly minimized. The vehiccles used by
y field staff are modern and well maaintained
Toyota H
Hilux 3.0 Diesel pickup trucks, whiich are well suited for th
he road condditions, daily
y use and
transporrt of staff andd materials (F
Figure 4).

Figure
F
4–T
TBBC field staff
s
vehicles
4.1.3 Trransportatiion of suppllies to and ffrom the reffugee camp
ps
TBBC ssupplies a veery large am
mount of item
ms on a reg
gular basis to nine refuggee camps with
w over
140,000 refugees. Thhe impact off transportatiion in terms of greenhou
use gas and ppollutant emiissions is
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probablyy the largest direct negative impact fr
from TBBC’ss activities2. The logisticss and procurrement of
suppliess is complex and challeng
ging, and TB
BBC’s effortts to organizee and plan thheir logisticss helps to
reduce tthis impact. For examp
ple, for ricee supply alo
one, approxim
mately 25 tten-wheel trrucks are
requiredd per month for a populaation of apprroximately 48,000
4
peoplle in Mae Laa, the largest refugee
camp. U
Upon visitingg the camps, it was evidennt that the sp
pace availablle at the camp
mps does not allow for
larger w
warehouses which
w
would reduce
r
montthly transportt.
In Mae L
La, local picck-up trucks deliver
d
sheltter materials such as leaf thatch for roooftops. Ban
n Mai Nai
Soi (Sitee 1) is the onnly camp wh
here food suppplies are deelivered by lo
ocal pick-up trucks. In th
his camp,
the locaal suppliers are neighb
boring Thai villagers th
hat live neaar the refuggee camp and
a
their
engagem
ment ensures integration of the local community, income, and
d more impoortantly, auth
horization
for usee of the loocal roads. However, it does mean an add
ditional stepp in transp
portation,
loading//unloading annd use of picck-up trucks instead of laarger trucks (Figure
(
5). Th
The loading/u
unloading
of charccoal can lead to a decreasse in productt quality alth
hough quality
y is controlleed by a third party. In
some caases, this means charcoall packages arre rejected and
a returned to supplier. Overall, thee benefits
to the ccommunity outweigh th
he environm
mental consiiderations bu
ut with adeequate trainiing from
suppliers these issuees could be minimized.
m
T
TBBC shoulld continue to monitor thhis process closely
c
to
ensure aadequate training and to
o optimize tthe loading/u
unloading prrocess. Furthhermore, if possible,
TBBC sshould requeest the supplier to setup an external warehouse so
s that unloaading/loadin
ng can be
managedd more efficiiently with minimum
m
tim
me constraintss for delivery
y.

Figu
ure 5 – Tran
nsportation oof supplies directly
d
or via
v local villaagers
Generallly, most off TBBC’s warehouses
w
aare located in strategic locations tto minimizee refugee
movemeent and the need
n
to carry
y heavy suppplies over len
ngthy and steeep distancess (the only exception
e
is Umpiiem where loocal motorbiikes are use d for transportation). Ho
owever, in th
the Ban Maii Nai Soi
(Site 1 ccamp) there is an opportu
unity for TB
BBC to comb
bine two smaall charcoal w
warehouses closer to
one of thhe main warrehouses to minimize
m
trannsportation within
w
this caamp. This iss especially important
as the rooads are on stream beds and
a the charccoal warehou
uses are locatted close to a small river which is
subject tto frequent flash
f
floods in the rainyy season. Thee location off these wareehouses is co
overed in
more detail in the Ph
hysical Planning sectionn.

2

As trannsportation is outsourced
o
to the supplier iit was not posssible to quan
ntify the exactt amount of grreenhouse
gas emisssions resultingg from transpo
ortation to andd from the refu
fugee camps.
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4.1.4 So
ourcing of fuel,
fu shelter material a nd food
The production of loocal shelter material
m
andd food is a un
nique opporttunity for TB
BBC to enhaance selfreliance,, complemennt TBBC’s supplies
s
and reduce transsportation em
missions. Thhis is already
y in place
in refuggee camps suuch as Site 2 (for leaf th
thatch only),, Tham Hin (plantation jjust commen
nced last
year), U
Umpiem andd Nu Po cam
mp under T
TBBC’s CAN
N Programm
me and treee plantation projects.
Howeveer, due to thee high popullation densityy of the cam
mps, limited space availaable and prox
ximity to
forest arreas/wildlife sanctuaries, these projeects are seen
n as more of a complem
ment to thee existing
supply aand to enhancce food diverrsity rather thhan reduce trransportation
n and supplyy.
Preferennce should be
b given to suppliers thaat provide material
m
from
m sustainablyy managed forest or
farmed trees or bam
mboo plantaations. Sourccing shelter material fro
om unknownn sources sh
hould be
avoided. TBBC is allready underrtaking pilot projects for local producction of sheltter material including
i
bamboo and eucalypptus to supp
port self-reliaance and com
mplement TB
BBC’s sheltter supply. These
T
are
covered in more detaail in the secttion on Foreestry, Agricu
ulture and Livestock.
L
During tthe visits to the
t camps, th
he quality off the charcoall sacks was seen
s
to be pooor and field staff has
reportedd this to TBB
BC headquarrters and to th
the supplier. Good qualitty packagingg will ensure minimal
loss of charcoal andd charcoal dust
d
during travel and at
a the wareh
house, and w
will thereforre reduce
mpact on soill, air and waater quality (See Box 3 for more deetails). TBBC
C should
potential adverse im
ensure ppoor packaginng is reflecteed on the suppplier evaluaation and imp
proved in thee next supply
y. On the
positive side, some refugees
r
use the charcoall dust and waaste water from rice to prroduce charccoal balls
in the ddry season (F
Figure 6). When
W
used fo
for cooking, this charcoaal is short laasting and has
h lower
calorificc value than normal chaarcoal. Howeever, it redu
uces need for additional charcoal, minimizes
m
charcoall dust waste and its potential adversee impact on the environm
ment. The prroduction off charcoal
balls shoould continuue to be supp
ported and prromoted with
hin the refug
gee communiity particularrly in the
dry season. This couuld be easily promoted byy TBBC at pu
ublic forumss.

Figurre 6 – Charcoal balls maade of charccoal dust and
d waste ricee water
4.1.5 Prrocurementt Process
The respponsibility of
o ensuring efficient trannsportation lies with TB
BBC’s supplliers. It is lo
ogical to
assume that supplierrs will use th
he most efficcient routes possible
p
to maximize
m
proofits, howev
ver this is
not alwaays the case. As the cost of transport is often passsed on to thee client and ta
takes into acccount the
cost of ffuel, typically there is no
o direct incenntive for a su
upplier to op
ptimize the effficiency of logistics.
As a ressult there is a clear opporrtunity for TB
BBC to inclu
ude environm
mental criteri
ria when seleecting the
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supplier. This has been substantiated through interviews with TBBC staff and a review of the TBBC
procurement manual. Such criteria could include:
For Selection:
•

The selection process should positively weigh those suppliers who have taken measures to
optimize the planning of routes and ensuring efficient transportation. TBBC should request
evidence from supplier on mechanisms used to ensure effective planning.

•

Average age of fleet used - An old fleet (e.g. 20 years) might represent higher emissions and
lower fuel economy (excluding carbon life cycle analysis). The selection process should
benefit suppliers with modern and well maintained fleets rather than those that use older or
poorly maintained fleets.

•

Driver training – Some fleet companies provide training to drivers on eco-driving, driver
handling and safety, and preventative maintenance (e.g. tyre pressure monitoring). These best
practices can make a significant difference in fuel economy savings.

•

Type of fuel used – Depending on local availability, some trucks use fuel blended with
bioethanol or biodiesel resulting in lower emissions. The selection process should benefit
suppliers using alternative fuels.

•

Packaging quality – It is essential to avoid any spills during transport and loading/unloading
phases. A good package will also ensure the product quality is sustained by the supplier. This
is particularly relevant for the charcoal, cooking oil and fish paste due to their characteristics
and potential adverse impact on environment.

•

Source of charcoal and shelter material from legal sources: If possible, TBBC should
ensure the shelter materials and by-products used for producing the charcoal are from legal
sources (as specified by Thai law). If possible, the supplier should provide a note on the
source of the material and implementing an informal chain of custody system (for verification
of origin).

Monitoring:
•

Tonne per Kilometer – this indicator can be used by TBBC to find out the most efficient
suppliers and identify any differences throughout the year. The fuel spent indicator could be
included in standard delivery forms also know in TBBC as Good Received Notes.

•

State of vehicle: The field staff usually verifies the state of the supplies and can also evaluate
the vehicle condition and any issues should be reported to TBBC.

•

State of packaging – already monitored at TBBC and included in the overall evaluation of
supplier.

The key challenge in using the criteria above is the limited number of suppliers (limited alternatives)
and low number of road transport companies willing to access remote or isolated camps. However, the
use of these criteria raises awareness of such issues in suppliers, and over time supports the adoption
of better practice.
4.1.6 Efficient Cooking Stoves – Reducing demand and transportation of charcoal
Efficient cooking stoves complemented with basic training are one step of ensuring efficient use of
charcoal for cooking and water heating (Figure 7). Until 2007, TBBC provided efficient cooking
stoves to refugee camps to Mae Ra Ma Luang, Mae La Oon, Mae La, Nu Po and Umpiem Mai camps.
According to TBBC, “it was originally hoped that all camps would become self-sufficient but this has
proved unfeasible at least in the short term”. By 2009, a survey indicated that already 80% of
households in all camps had a functioning fuel-efficient cooking stove.
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Due to iinsufficient funding,
f
TBB
BC has optedd to discontiinue the prov
vision of effi
ficient cookin
ng stoves
to the reemaining 200% of households and pprioritize on food, fuel and
a shelter ssupplies. If funds
f
are
made avvailable in thhe future, TB
BBC should evaluate thee charcoal co
ost and quant
ntity savings resulting
from usee of efficientt cooking sto
oves (includiing new efficcient cooking
g stoves – R
Rocket Cookiing Stove
which iss sold for 2000 THB in Nu
N Po camp)) compared to
t other meth
hods (cost-beenefit analyssis). This
will helpp determine if the cost of
o the efficieent cooking stove offsetss the charcoaal cost to supply that
quantityy for all households.
Further, if the savinngs are consiiderable, TB
BBC should provide
p
efficcient cookingg stoves prim
marily to
refugee camps with no surround
ding forests ((e.g. Umpiem
m and Tham Hin) and theen to camps in forest
areas whhere there iss high usagee of wood fuuel (e.g. Sitee 1). The Ad
dventist Devvelopment an
nd Relief
Agency (ADRA)-ledd project is currently exxploring locaal production
n of efficientt cooking sto
oves that
could bee potentially purchased by TBBC folllowing evalu
uation.
Finally, TBBC shouuld provide basic
b
trainingg in the efficient use of charcoal annd over time consider
reducingg charcoal raatio of 8.0 kg
k per persoon per montth to minimiize impact oon environm
ment from
transporrtation as weell as from charcoal dusst. Exception
n should be made to vuulnerable gro
oups and
refugee camps wheree the carryin
ng capacity3 hhas been excceeded – i.e. Tham
T
Hin annd Umpiem.

Figure 7 – Efficien
nt cooking sttove in a hou
usehold
4.1.7 Asssessment of
o Procurem
ment and Lo
ogistics
Good Prractices by TBBC
T
in Prrocurement and Logistics:
•

Successful management
m
of complexx transport lo
ogistics to nine
n
refugee camps with 140,000
people.

•

Staff monthlly plan and dedicated
d
perrson for efficcient staff traansport manaagement.

•

Full-time sttaff and field staff respponsible for procuremen
nt and monittoring supplly to the
refugee cam
mps.

•

Charcoal pacckages with more than 155% charcoall dust are rejeected and retturned to sup
pplier.

•

Local production of shellter material and food (CA
AN Program
mme).

3

The abbility of a given ecosystem
m in sustainingg the populatiion size that depends on itt while mainttaining its
productivvity and adapttability.
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•

Setup of Umphang office reducing staff transportation to Umpiem and Nu Po refugee camps.

•

Almost all charcoal warehouses are separate from food supply warehouses.

Key Recommendations for Procurement and Logistics:
•

Ensure the TBBC procurement manual includes environmental criteria for selection,
monitoring and evaluation of supplier.

•

Ensure supplier continues to provide training to staff and sub-contracted staff covering
adequate loading and unloading, particularly to avoid charcoal breakage.

•

Continue to explore optimization of warehouse location to minimize supply transport within
the camps with least impact for the refugees. For example, the small charcoal warehouses in
Site 1 could potentially be located close to the Main Warehouse N. 3 which already supplies
all the other items.

•

Ensure the packaging for charcoal is of good quality to avoid breakage and adverse impact of
coal dust on soil, air and water quality.

4.2 Assessment of Physical Planning
4.2.1 Understanding the physical planning
The location of the refugee camps is determined by the Ministry of Interior from the Royal Thai
Government. The government’s expectation is that these camps will be temporary. Consequently,
environmental aspects are not considered in the selection of the site and respective area required. This
leads to multiple issues such as overcrowding and the location of camps within protected wildlife
areas, on steep slopes or in river beds which are susceptible to regular or extreme weather events and
natural disasters. The fact that the camps are seen as temporary also limits the application of a number
of potential mitigation measures (e.g. use of concrete instead of wood for poles) and the selection and
location of TBBC warehouses and their characteristics.
4.2.2 Physical Planning of CAN Programme and Forestation Activities
TBBC is responsible for the physical planning of the rented land used for the CAN Programme and
tree planting. According to the soil map of Thailand, generally, all the refugee camps are located in
steep land, made up of acid to intermediate rocks, with mainly red-yellow podzolic soils with
occasional limestone outcrops. Podzols are relatively sandy with little or no vegetation which means
that these are easily susceptible to landslides and erosion. Generally, podzols are also poor in nutrients
and therefore organic material and composting will be important for the CAN Programme to increase
the fertility of the soil under intensive usage (Nu Po camp is exception).
In the selection of sites for the CAN Programme and tree planting, it is important that TBBC
continues to apply CAN best practices (see Box 1), especially in the case of Nu Po as it is located in a
wildlife sanctuary. The best practices should also be extended to the tree planting activities and, if
possible, managed by CAN staff (additional staff might be required).
The CAN Programme location should also be carefully evaluated based on the existing surrounding
environment, especially in forested areas. For example, in Nu Po camp, the CAN Programme is
located next to an open air waste pit and waste incinerator. Although the management of waste is not
the responsibility of TBBC, this issue should be brought to the refugee camp committee to avoid
contamination of local water resources (proximity of local pond) and food chain. During the visit, it
was noticeable that the open air waste pit had small AA batteries which contain hazardous heavy
metals such as lead. The level of contamination at this stage is unclear without further tests on soil,
water and food chain.
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4.2.3 Ph
hysical Plan
nning of wa
arehouses
Generallly, all TBBC
C’s warehousses are of go od quality (ssee Box 2) an
nd located inn relatively safe
s areas
in termss of flood and
a landslidee risk. For example, th
he warehousees have conncrete floors and are
covered with zinc roof
r
which reduces poteential adversse impact of spills and contaminatiion from
charcoall, fish paste and cooking
g oil. Of all the warehou
uses visited, only four pprompt mino
or actions
from TB
BBC in Site 1 (3) and Umpiem
U
(1). It was obserrved that TB
BBC has beeen responsivee to such
issues inn the past. Foor example, in
i Mae Surinn, TBBC raissed the floor of a charcoaal warehousee because
it was loocated on thee river bank and
a regularlyy flooded durring rainy season.
Box 2 – Characteeristics of TB
BBC’s Wareehouses
TBBC constructs, maintains
m
an
nd manages aall its wareho
ouses in the camps accorrding to inteernational
standarrds establisheed by the Un
nited Nationss World Food
d Program. The
T applicatiion of these standards
s
is adaapted to suit local conditionss in the camps, hu
uman resouurce capaccity and
geograpphic/topograaphic issues. Earlier veersions of the
t
camp warehouses
w
w
were constrructed of
eucalypptus wood, bamboo and
d thatched rroofs, and were
w
built ov
ver a floor of compacteed earth.
Howevver, governm
ment officialss have allow
wed for moree durable maaterials to bee used in community
buildinngs, such as medical clin
nics, schoolss and wareho
ouses, includ
ding the use of cement for
f floors
and corrrugated ironn/zinc roofing. Currently,, TBBC usess three differrent designs iin the constrruction of
warehoouses in the camps:
c
• Thee ‘hybrid design’
d
of eu
ucalyptus woood and bam
mboo in com
mbination wi
with a cemen
nt slab or
raissed/woven baamboo floor on wooden oor cement po
osts and with
h a corrugateed iron roof, complete
c
withh fibreglass skylights. Th
his design iss the most co
ommonly useed in camps.. The ‘hybrid
d-design’
cann be construucted using existing buiilding skills within the camp popuulation but use
u large
amoounts of bam
mboo and req
quire constannt maintenancce.
• Moobile Storagee Units (MS
SU): MSU’s come in 2 versions; soft-walled or hhard-walled. The
T softwallled version is best suiteed to emergeency situatio
ons, whereass the hard-w
walled versio
on is best
suitted to protraccted situation
ns. TBBC cuurrently has two
t hard-waalled warehouuses installed in Mae
La (Figure 8) and
a Umpiem
m Mai. Thesse warehousees are ‘mobile’, in that they are based on a
modular, metal frame which
h can be consstructed in a short space of time in anny location which
w
has
a leevel surface.

Figure 8 – MSU type storage att Mae La cam
mp (used forr supplementtary needs)
• Mud--brick wareehouses: Currrently, mud--brick wareh
houses exist in
i only threee camps: Nu Po, Mae
Ra Maa Luang and Mae La Oo
on. Mud-bricck construction was chossen because materials arre readily
availabble around thhe camps an
nd communiity memberss receive training in connstruction teechniques
contribbuting to theiir acceptancee by beneficiiaries. Mud-b
brick wareho
ouse construcction also offfers good
in-cam
mp livelihood opportunitiees.
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As show
wn in Figure 9, this charccoal warehouuse is located
d on top of a small water
er stream and
d is made
completely of bambooo with zinc roof top. Thhe floor is eq
qually made of
o bamboo leeading to reg
gular dust
seeping into the watter stream an
nd two surrouunding housees. If possiblle, the locatiion of this warehouse
w
should bbe reconsiderred by TBBC
C despite the limited spacce available in
i the area.

Figure 9 – Charcoa
al warehousee with bamb
boo floor on top of wateer stream
(Site 1 – Ban Mai Nai
N Soi)
Figure 110 and 11, shows
s
two other charcoaal warehousees (number 3 and 4) in SSite 1 locateed near a
water strream and pootentially sub
bjected to flaash floods. Fiigure 10, alreeady shows tthat the wateer stream
is slowlyy encroachinng into the warehouse
w
bbuilding and
d fence. As warehouses
w
3 and 4 onlly supply
charcoall, they couldd be relocateed to the Maain Warehou
use N. 3 whiich already ssupplies all the
t other
items.

Figure 10 – Charcoal warehouse near water stream (Sitee 1 – Ban M
Mai Nai Soi)
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Figure 11 – Charcoal warehouse near water stream (Sitee 1 – Ban M
Mai Nai Soi)
ouses, also innvolves ensu
uring the corrrect size of the warehou
use based
The phyysical planninng of wareho
on the nnumber of peeople supplieed in the areaa. In Mae Laa, the challen
nge is signifficant due to the high
populatiion density. In
I one of thee charcoal waarehouses, at least 15 saccks (20 kg) w
were stored on
o top of
each othher (Figure 12)
1 througho
out the whol e warehousee. Although the charcoall briquettes are
a fairly
resistantt, the resultinng weight pressure
p
on tthe lowermo
ost sacks is considerable
c
e. This migh
ht lead to
higher ppercentage off dust conten
nt leading to additional waste
w
and un
nnecessary addverse impact on air,
water annd soil qualitty. If possiblle, TBBC shhould exploree at least dou
ubling the siize of this warehouse
w
to minim
mize dust forrmation.

Figure 122 – Charcoall stacking att Mae La camp due to liimited spacee available
The riskk of landslidee (30%-50% slopes), treee/rock fall, flloods and firre are high inn some of thee refugee
camps. T
The potentiaal disaster rissk for each ccamp was acccessed by UNHCR
U
in 20007 and pub
blished in
the Disaaster Risk Management
Ma
in Refugee C
Camps along The Thailan
nd – Myanmaar Border. Though
T
it
is not T
TBBC’s direcct responsibiility to ensurre safety meechanisms arre in place aat each camp
p, TBBC
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should identify loccation of hig
gh risk wheen conductiing the annual survey for shelter material
requirem
ments, and report
r
these to the cam
mp committeee. This shou
uld be the ccase of the charcoal
warehouuse in Umpieem camp whiich is at risk of collapsing (Figure 13). If buildingg a new wareehouse or
house, bbest practicess to minimizee landslides should be ap
pplied such as
a terrace connstruction, horizontal
h
bamboo barriers and vegetation
n/tree plantattion surroun
nding the ho
ouse to reducce soil erosiion from
heavy rrain and resspective watter-run off. This helps avoid envirronmental isssues resultiing from
floodingg, landslide/eerosion, tree and rock falll.

harcoal warehouse in U
Umpiem cam
mp in risk of collapsing ddue to landslide
Figgure 13 – Ch
In additiion, all charccoal warehou
uses should bbe fully coveered to reduce adverse im
mpact on air quality
q
to
the neigghboring houuses and eco
osystem, esppecially duriing distribution, and unlloading/load
ding. The
only excception was one charcoaal warehousee in Mae Laa camp (Figu
ure 14). In aaddition, all charcoal
distributtion should be
b managed inside
i
a closeed environm
ment and not outside
o
the w
warehouse.

F
Figure 14 – Charcoal
C
wa
arehouse in Mae La cam
mp with wired fencing ffor wall coveer
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4.2.4 Assessment of Physical Planning
Good Practices by TBBC in Physical Planning
•

Environmental practices applied in physical planning of CAN Programme and tree planting.

•

Good quality construction of TBBC’s warehouses.

Key Recommendations for Physical Planning
•

If possible, TBBC should avoid warehouse location in areas with high risk of flooding,
landslides and tree/rock falling. If not possible to relocate the warehouse, continue to monitor
and evaluate the conditions surrounding the warehouse and risk level.

•

Ensure warehouses, particularly charcoal warehouses have adequate wall cover to avoid
degradation of air and water quality in the camp (one charcoal warehouse in Mae La had
wired fencing only).

•

Site 1 has a charcoal warehouse with bamboo floor and wall. This warehouse should be
dismantled and the charcoal supplies should be relocated to adequate warehouse nearby, if
possible. In addition, charcoal warehouse 3 and 4 are located near a water stream potentially
prone to flash floods and should be relocated to a location near Main Warehouse 3
minimizing any impact on refugees.

•

Nu Po’s CAN Programme is located near waste incinerator and open air waste pit containing
batteries. TBBC should evaluate resulting contamination of vegetables, soil and water and
report situation to refugee camp committee for relocation of open waste pit.

•

All charcoal should be managed inside a closed environment and not outside the warehouse to
avoid charcoal dust in the refugee camps with potential adverse impact on air and water
quality. An appropriate area for distribution might need to be considered by TBBC.

4.3 Assessment of Water and Sanitation
4.3.1 Understanding water and sanitation at the refugee camps
The management of water supply in quality and quantity and respective sanitation is not the direct
responsibility of TBBC. TBBC uses water supplied by the camp in the warehouse, agricultural and
forestry projects. These use minimal amounts of water and are not foreseen as a risk to water
availability and quality in the camps in the dry season. The agricultural projects use natural fertilizer
and composting with effective water use. Water is also used to clean warehouses and this should be
carefully carried out by TBBC to avoid unnecessary impact on water quality, particularly when
cleaning fish paste and cooking oil spills. Charcoal dust from the warehouse should be reused for
production of charcoal balls as shown in Figure 6.
TBBC’s food packages and containers and livestock provided under TBBC’s income generation
program are also sources of waste in the camp. The refugee camp committee is responsible for
distributing the food packages within the camp and selling it outside the camp for income. The fish
paste plastic drum is reused by the supplier and includes an inner plastic bag lining allowing for
greater protection and reduction of odors. It also reduces the probability of potential spills during
transportation and unloading/loading.
Box 3 - Information on the Potential Negative Impact of
Cooking Oil, Fish Paste and Charcoal on the Environment
Cooking or vegetable oils share similar characteristics as mineral oils (e.g. gasoline or kerosene).
Cooking oil is insoluble in water and degradation can be slow (reduces rate of microbial
degradation) depending on the quantity, the local conditions and climate. For example, cold water
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temperature means the fatty acids will coalesce and sediment forming grease which interferes with
biological life. A significant spill or regular spills can have an adverse impact on water quality and
subsequently vegetation, living organisms and human population living downstream as well as
refugees using local surface or ground water. One litre of oil can contaminate several million liters of
water.
Fish paste can have a similar adverse impact on the environment as cooking oil. However,
depending on the quantity, its degradation and impact on air and water quality could be substantially
more significant. For example, the fish paste contains pieces of fish which are insoluble in water and
natural degradation in the water would take time. As the fish solids break down, these will release
colloidal and suspended fats and solids leading to an increase in the Biological Oxygen Demand
(BOD)4 in the water.
The charcoal provided by TBBC is generally composed of waste from sawmills, bamboo and
coconut by-products which have been heated in the absence of oxygen (pyrolysis). The resulting
material is then compressed to increase calorific value and reduce dust. Charcoal is composed of
about 90% carbon by weight, 5% water and 4-6% ash. By converting wood into charcoal
approximately 60% of the original energy content is lost depending on the kiln and compression
technique. The charcoal dust can represent a significant negative impact on water and air quality in
the refugee camps, particularly in the dry season. When charcoal dust (particulates) enters a small
stream, increases the suspended solids in the water making it turbid and may deposit a fine layer of
sediment in the bed of the stream, both of which adversely affect aquatic life. In addition, it can
potentially alter the characteristics of water (e.g. pH, increase in BOD, etc).
Assuming each charcoal sack has 5% charcoal dust (1 kg), over the whole year, this amounts to
several tons of charcoal dust (particulate matter) in the refugee camps. Some of the dust is released
in warehouses during unloading/loading and distribution. The charcoal balls produced in the camps
reduce charcoal dust waste and respective risk to human and animal health. Regular and long-term
exposure to charcoal dust (particulates) can have serious respiratory effects and damage lung tissue.
4.3.2 Water and Sanitation at the warehouses
One warehouse in Mae La has a hole in the wall to allow for cleaning operations. However the hole is
next to the river. TBBC should opt to close this hole and investigate other ways of dealing with fish
paste and cooking oil spills and respective cleaning with minimum impact on environment. TBBC
warehouses already have concrete floors which typically absorb the cooking oil but fish paste spills
are more difficult to manage. Nevertheless, all spills should be avoided and staff responsible for
distribution should continue to be adequately trained. In most warehouses, during the visits, cooking
oil spills were kept to a minimum.
4.3.3 TBBC waste management
The waste resulting from TBBC’s activities such as food packaging, cooking oil tins and charcoal
packaging is minimized as a result of reuse by refugees in the camp (Table 1). In addition, TBBC’s
Programme Guidelines provides rules for secondary use of cooking oil tins. TBBC should extend
these rules to other packaging in particular charcoal sacks as indicated in Table 1.

4

Biological Oxygen Demand is the quantity of dissolved oxygen present that is needed by aerobic biological
organisms in order to break down organic material present in a given water sample at certain temperature over a
specific time period.
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Table 1 – Summary of waste originated ffrom TBBC’s activities, re-use giveen by refugee camp
comm
mittee and ideal use
Use ggiven
Iddeal use
- Used
- Used
d for erosionn or flood
U
for erosiion or flood
Food P
Packages
prevention,
prevention,
- Garb
bage bag,
- Garbage bag,
- Keep
ping clothes,,
- Used
U
to carry materials su
uch as
- Sold
d outside the camp,
wood and leafs,,
- Household plaanting
- Used
d to carry m
materials such
h as
wood
d and leafs,
- Hou
usehold plantting

Charcooal Packagees

- Used
d for erosionn or flood
prevention,
- Garb
bage bag,
- Reuse for storingg charcoal,

Preeferably shoould be returrned to
sup
pplier for reeuse, or reussed by
refu
ugees for stooring charco
oal.
Sho
ould not be uused for ero
osion or
floo
od preventioon as it conttains
cha
arcoal dust. It should no
ot be
useed for flood pprevention.

Cookin
ng Oil tin (18 - Tin used for connstruction maaterial
such as
a roof or waall,
litre)
- Plan
nt and water ccontainer,
- Increase efficienncy of cookin
ng
stove
- Cupboards
- Hou
usehold dry ffood storage
- Erossion preventiion
- Fire protection
- Sold
d outside the camp,

m
- Tiin used for cconstruction material
succh as roof or w
wall,
- Pllant and wateer container,
- In
ncrease efficiiency of cook
king
stov
ve
- Cupboards
- Household dryy food storag
ge
- Fiire protectionn

Fish Paste Drumss (60 -Returned to suppplier for reusee
litre)

- Return to suppplier for reusse

Food Containers for - Reused by refuggees
Distrib
bution

- Reused by refu
fugees
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4.3.4 Assessment of water and sanitation
Good Practices by TBBC in Water and Sanitation
•

The CAN Programme applies best practices for effective use of water.

•

Previously the cooking oil was supplied in plastic bottles. TBBC has now opted for metal tins
leading to a reduction in plastic waste, reduction in number of leakages and also allowing for
reuse by refugees and source of income for the refugee camp committee.

•

Use of reusable containers for food distribution.

•

Reuse of food packages for erosion prevention and household planting.

•

Fish paste plastic drum includes bag inside reducing probability of potential spills.

Recommendations for Water and Sanitation
•

TBBC should investigate adequate ways of managing fish paste spills and avoiding
contamination to nearby water resources. TBBC should continue monitoring and evaluating
warehouse performance and regular training of TBBC field staff and more importantly
volunteer refugee staff. For monitoring purposes, number of significant spills (e.g. more than
3 cooking oil tins) should be listed and used to evaluate performance of warehouses and staff.

•

Charcoal sack and cooking oil tins should not be used for erosion or flood protection
purposes.

•

As mentioned in the procurement and logistics assessment, the charcoal package quality
should be improved to minimize impact of charcoal dust on water quality.

4.4 Assessment of Food
TBBC provides refugees with a food basket containing rice, Asia Remix (fortified flour), salt, cooking
oil, fish paste and yellow split peas. TBBC has full time nutrition experts and consults with
international nutrition specialists on a regular basis. The food basket complies with United Nations
World Food Program regulations.
TBBC’s priority is to maintain a nutritionally balanced food basket, particularly for vulnerable
groups. The refugee’s traditional diet is typically based on a small variety vegetables and rice, making
it a challenge to provide infants with essential minerals and vitamins. The Asia Remix contains 60%
rice flour and 30% soya flour for cultural acceptance. It is the only food item that could be challenged
as not being part of the refugee’s traditional diet. Yet it is an essential vehicle of vitamins and
minerals and is only provided to infants. According to TBBC’s nutrition experts there is no other
alternative vehicle to successfully provide these minerals and vitamins within the traditional diet.
Good Practices by TBBC in Food
•

Full time nutritional expert at TBBC.

•

Soya and rice flour blend in Asia Remix to be more culturally acceptable.

•

Regular monitoring of food quality and refugee health.

•

Food ration revised on annual basis to determine preferences and receive feedback. Each
camp receives different quantities based on this feedback.

•

Public forum for regular feedback.

•

Survey conducted in 2003 to determine adequate food basket according to UN World Food
Program guidelines.
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Key Reccommendattions for Foo
od
•

None (Food packaging and
a waste aree covered in other section
ns above).

4.5 Assessmentt of Energ
gy
TBBC’ss energy consumption is limited mainnly to the heeadquarters and
a field offiices. Tham Hin
H is the
only reffugee camp with
w a dieseel generator owned by TBBC
T
for usse by the reffugee comm
mittee and
TBBC w
warehouse.
4.5.1 Offfices
The TBBC headquaarters is a modest
m
officee, centrally located in Bangkok,
B
witith several additional
a
extensioons, generallyy good natu
ural lighting and air con
nditioning in each officee room. The monthly
electricitty bills for 2011
2
remained relativelyy constant in
ndicating no major changges in use throughout
the yearr. Most elecctric applian
nces have Laabel 55 (hig
ghest efficien
ncy). The eelectricity bills could
potentially be reduceed by improv
vement of innsulation of TBBC
T
headq
quarters but tthis would come
c
at a
ble based on the
t constructtion characteeristics.
very higgh cost, long term paybacck and is not seen as viab
The field offices alsso have good
d natural lighhting minim
mizing the neeed for electrric lighting and
a most
appliancces are Labell 5 (Figure 15
1 and 16). T
The field offfices typicallly do not reqquire air conditioning
during thhe dry seasonn due to the cool temperaatures.
All officces use eitherr Compact Fluorescent
F
L
Lamp (CFL) or Fluoresceent Tube Lam
mp (Figure 17) which
are withhin the mostt efficient (lumen/watt) and affordaable lighting
g types avaiilable in thee market.
Whenevver possible, TBBC staff should ensurre correct dissposal of lam
mps.

F
Figure
15 – Label 5 Airr Conditionin
ng at TBBC
C Field Officce

5

The Thhai governmennt established
d in 1993 a vooluntary Energ
gy Efficiency Labeling No . 5 Programm
me to raise
awarenesss on appliannce and equip
pment efficieency and high
hlighted those with higheest efficiency allowing
consumers to reduce thheir electricity
y bills. The moost efficient appliances
a
hav
ve Label 5.
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Figure 16 – Label 5 Fridge at TBBC Field
d Office

nt Tube Lam
mp at TBBC Field Officee
Figure 17 – Fluorescen
4.5.2 Reefugee Cam
mps
The TBBC warehouuse construcction followss internation
nal best pracctices and m
most have traansparent
fiberglasss on the rooof or side waalls to allow for natural lighting (Figu
ure 18). Thiss avoids any need for
electricitty in the warrehouses, esp
pecially as alll activities are
a carried ou
ut during the day. Only Tham
T
Hin
warehouuse (large sizze) seemed to
o have CFL lamps as theere is limited
d natural lighhting from th
he ceiling
in some areas.
TBBC aalso owns a small dieseel generator managed by
y the refugeee camp com
mmittee in Tham Hin
(Figure 19). During the visit to th
he camp, thee generator seemed
s
to be operating thhroughout th
he day for
lighting purposes. There might be
b an opportu
tunity for TB
BBC to impro
ove energy m
management to avoid
unnecessary diesel consumption,
c
, respective nnoise and fuel emissions. Refugee coommittee and
d refugee
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staff ressponsible foor managing diesel geneerator should
d be trained
d to ensure efficient usse of the
generatoor as and whhen required
d. This incluudes training
g to ensure adequate
a
storrage and dissposal of
diesel tiins to minim
mize any firee risk and ddiesel spills that could contaminate
c
soil and waater. This
should iinclude imprrovement of diesel storagge house in Tham
T
Hin to
o match highh quality con
nstruction
and bestt practices off existing TB
BBC warehouuses.

Figure 18 – Wareh
house with natural
n
lightting on rooft
ftop at Site 1 (left) and ccharcoal warrehouse
with
h natural ligh
hting on sid
de wall at Um
mpiem Refugee Camp (rright)

Figure 19 – TB
BBC diesel generator at
a Tham Hin
n refugee cam
mp
Charcoaal is the mainn fuel sourcee for refugeees for househ
hold use in cooking
c
and water heatin
ng. Some
refugeess have accesss to electricitty (about 5%
% of househo
olds in Mae La
L camp acccording to thee refugee
camp coommittee) annd wood depending on thhe camp. 74%
% of intervieewed househoolds collect firewood
due to innsufficiency of charcoal leading to aadditional preessure on forrests. On thee other hand it shows
the diffeerence charcooal can makee, if suppliedd in sufficien
nt quantity, to
o reduce pre ssure on locaal forests
and carr
rrying capaccity. Other alternative
a
eenergy sourcces could be
b considereed but generally the
disadvanntages outweeigh the advaantages as shhown by Table 2.
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Table 2 – Basic comparison of alternative fuel sources against charcoal
Advantage
Disadvantage
- Use of local livestock waste
- Requires technical expertise
- Simple to install
- Dependent on supply and number of
- TBBC not responsible for livestock
livestock
management except in Tham Hin.
- Electricity grid required
- Lower impact on human health and
- Noise
Diesel
environment than charcoal (one source
- Diesel availability in some camps
Generator
emission)
- Impact on environment if mismanaged
- Space requirements for generator
- Electricity grid required
- Supply of light bulbs – waste management
- Lower emissions than charcoal
- Expensive compared to charcoal
Grid
- Lower impact on human health and
- Amount of electricity required for electric
Electricity
environment
stove is high
- Only 5 to 10% households have electricity
in Mae La and Umpiem only
- Electricity grid required
- Supply of light bulbs – waste management
- Higher calorific value than charcoal
- Kerosene stove and fuel containers
Kerosene
- No dust
required + training required
- Transportation to camps not viable
- Fire and explosion risk
- Significant impact on environment with
spill (liquid form)
- Kerosene fumes
- Higher calorific value than charcoal
- Slightly more expensive than charcoal
Liquid
- Lower emissions
- Transportation – heavy and poor road
Propane
access – only viable in Mae La
Gas (LPG) - Lower impact on human health and
environment
- Safety – Risk of fire and explosion
- Availability and re-sale management
- Renewable
- Location specific
Hydro- No emissions
- Impact on water resources if too many
Power
- Applied successfully at Nu Po
installations
- Energy produced locally
- Maintenance
Used for battery charging – waste
management
- Expensive compared to charcoal (10 USD
Solar Panel - Renewable
- Easy to install
per watt installed)
- No emissions and impact on environment - Forest cover + low solar insolation in
- Energy produced locally
Thailand
- Battery management and maintenance
- Cheaper than charcoal
- Smoke inhalation
Woodfuel/
- Lower impact on human health and
- Deforestation unless it involves
Firewood
environment
reforestation and sustainable forest
management
- Area required to supply to all households
in a refugee camp
Source
Biogas6

Note: The solar cooking stove is not seen as a viable option for practical reasons including forest cover limits
access to sunlight and long cooking time required.

6

If TBBC wishes to explore biogas production for electricity production in the refugee camps, the Department
of Animal Sciences and Aquaculture. Faculty of Agriculture, University of Chiang Mai has successfully
developed and implemented simple livestock biogas projects in Thailand (http://www.biogas-cmu.com).
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When loooking at altternative fuell supplies it is importantt to also takee into considderation self--reliance.
When rreturning to Myanmar, most refugeees might only have acccess to fireewood, charcoal and
electricitty through diesel generattors.
4.5.3 Asssessment of
o Energy
Good Prractices by TBBC
T
in En
nergy
•

Use of high efficiency ap
ppliances in most of TBB
BC’s field offfices – Labeel 5.

•

Use of naturral lighting in
n the warehoouses and theerefore no lig
ghting requireements at thee camp.

Key Reccommendattions for Eneergy
•

Improve maanagement of
o diesel geenerator at Tham
T
Hin camp.
c
Proviide basic traaining to
generator manager
m
and camp comm
mittee on adeequate management of ggenerator and
d storage
and disposall of diesel tins to minim
mize any fire risk and dieesel spills thaat could con
ntaminate
soil and waater. In add
dition, improove diesel generator
g
waarehouse to match high
h quality
constructionn and best praactices of exiisting TBBC
C warehousess.

4.6 Assessmentt of Foresttry, Agricculture an
nd Livesto
ock
4.6.1 Un
nderstandin
ng Forestry
y, Agriculturre and Livestock at the
e refugee ca
amps
Generallly, most refu
fugee camps are located in mountain
n or valley areas
a
surroun
unded by sub
b-tropical
and/or ddeciduous forrests, stream
ms and rivers . Forest userrs include go
overnment offficials (e.g. Forestry
Departm
ment and Deepartment of
o National Parks, Wild
dlife and Plant Conserrvation), com
mmercial
developeers, Thai villlages and refugees. Thee forest prov
vides refugeees with bam
mboo and leeafs/grass
(Figure 220) for shelter and wood
d for fuel.

Figure 20
2 – Grass th
hatch for usse as shelter material
All campps are locateed in forest parks
p
or reserrve forest areeas except fo
or Nu Po. Nuu Po camp iss situated
in the U
Umphang Wiildlife Sanctu
uary. The rivvers and streeams followiing through the camp lead to the
Thungyaai-Huai Kha Khaeng Wildlife Sanctuuaries, both UNESCO
U
World
W
Heritagge Sites. Thee camp is
already located in ann area with Thai
T
Karen villages and
d far from thee heart of thhe Umphang Wildlife
Sanctuarry. The Nu Po
P school currriculum inclludes environ
nment and fo
orest manageement educattion.
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All refugee camps utilize the surrounding forest resources to complement TBBC’s food, fuel and
shelter supply. Restrictions in accessing the forest vary according to camp commander but are
generally flexible. Potentially, the more provisions provided by TBBC, the less the impact on the
surrounding environment from refugee activities outside the camp. However this would reduce the
refugee camps self-reliance and traditional way of living.
The critical issue for all refugee camps is the long-term high population density and
considerable pressure on the carrying capacity of the surrounding forest, ecosystem and its
services. Lower pressure on the environment would be expected if the population was dispersed over
a large area. In Umpiem and Tham Hin, the forest carrying capacity has clearly been exceeded with
no forest cover within a 1 km radius of the camp boundaries. These are the most vulnerable camps
and complementary shelter and fuel should be considered. In Tham Hin camp, deforestation seems to
have been caused by both refugees and local Thai people. The causes are related to when refugees
leave the camps in the search for shelter, food and fuel to complement TBBC’s provisions as well as
local Thai people utilizing the low-cost refugee labor to grow several plantations next to the camp.
TBBC has significant experience on refugee camp environmental management as shown by the
innovative pilot projects implemented that reduce the impact of the refugee camps on local resources
and its carrying capacity as well as support the refugee’s self-reliance. These pilot projects include:
•

Mudbrick Production

•

Concrete Post Production (to commence soon)

•

Leaf/Grass Collection and Thatch Production

•

Community Agriculture and Nutrition (CAN) Programme

•

Bamboo Smoking/Water Leaching

•

Bamboo and Eucalyptus Growing and Community Based Natural Resource Management

Most of these projects are located in Nu Po due to the proactive and enthusiastic refugee committee
and being situated in the Umphang Wildlife Sanctuary. However, this represents a significant pressure
on field staff to manage these entire projects adequately.
4.6.2 Mud bricks
TBBC has used mud bricks for warehouse construction in Nu Po (1), Mae La Oon (6) and Mae Ra Ma
Luang (4). The mud brick durability has been good with the first warehouse built in 2007 still in good
conditions. The quality of the mud brick will depend on the skill and experience of the builder in
correctly mixing the mud, rice husk and water to avoid cracking and crumbling. The bottom of the
mud brick warehouses has a concrete skirting for greater protection from rain water. The mud bricks
production is limited by TBBC’s budget and not extended to households. However, if budget is
available, mud bricks could potentially reduce shelter materials avoiding continuous need for repairs
each year and use of forest resources. The critical issue is the fact that Thailand is subject to frequent
floods and people opt to live on raised houses. Therefore, the mud bricks would only be used for
warehouses and offices – limited impact on total shelter amount provided by TBBC.
4.6.3 Leaf/Grass Collection and Thatch Production
The local leaf/grass collection and thatch production supports self-reliance and sustainable
livelihoods. All camps use leaf/grass for shelter material except for Tham Hin as the camp
commander specified that all roofs should be made using plastic sheets to reduce fire risk. Table 3
provides a summary of disadvantages and advantages of leaf/grass collection against plastic. The
critical disadvantage for the plastic sheets is self-reliance of the refugees in the future.
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Table 3 – Potential Advantages and Disadvantages of using leaf/grass thatch for roofing instead
of plastic sheets
Advantages
Disadvantages
- Fire risk in highly dense housing
Leaf/grass - Self-reliance
- Supports forest cleaning – reduce forest - Short Life
- Availability of leaf and grass
fire risk
- Source of income for refugee and local - Intensive labour required
Thai villagers
- Cheaper than plastic
- Can be reused/recycled for new thatches
- Durability (although the plastic sheets - Environmental impact of life cycle of
Plastic
plastic production and waste in the camps
are currently replaced on annual basis)
Sheets
- Better roof protection during rainy - - Transportation required
- More expensive than roof thatch
season
- Does not allow fumes to dissipate
- Easy to install
through roof
- Lower fire risk
4.6.4 Community Agriculture and Nutrition (CAN) Programme
TBBC’s CAN Programme is a leading and pioneering project for promoting self-reliance and
livelihood for refugees (Box 1). If possible, depending on funds available, the CAN Programme
should be extended to other camps in particular vulnerable camps (carrying capacity exceeded) such
as Tham Hin. TBBC should focus particularly on land renting for CAN as this seems to be more
successful than household gardens due to the lack of space within most camps. It has been extremely
successful in Nu Po and Umpiem compared to the household garden approach. Generally, according
to interviews conducted in the camp, refugees with household gardens feel frustrated due to limited
production and limited water resource nearby. Nevertheless, the household garden approach should
continue to be supported as still makes an important contribution to food security in the camps.
A key challenge for extending the CAN Programme is the availability of land in the camps and the
long process to rent land outside the camp. Camps located in forest area might be able to make use of
agro-forestry practices. Furthermore, other NGO’s such as COERR and ZOA have similar agricultural
activities and land available. Therefore synergies should be explored, if possible, focusing on the
successful CAN approach.
4.6.5 Bamboo Smoking/Water Leaching
This project is aimed at increasing the lifetime of bamboo poles used by TBBC for shelter purposes.
The bamboo smoking at Nu Po involves the use of a waste incinerator where mainly plastic waste is
burned potentially releasing particulate matter, acid gases, dioxins and many other hazardous
elements. The absorption of these elements by the bamboo and their potential release in the household
is not fully understood. Traditional bamboo smoking would be made using leafs and waste wood
instead of urban waste. Therefore, using a precautionary principle, and to reduce use of the waste
incinerator near the CAN Programme, the water leaching (Figure 21) project should be favored
against bamboo smoking.
According to TBBC field staff, the refugees are well familiarized with the water leaching process and
how often to change water, how long to leave bamboo immersed and which type of bamboo to use
(young bamboo not adequate). TBBC should monitor closely this project and verify any need for
training for field staff and refugees.
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Figure 21 – Waterr leaching po
ond at Nu Po
o Camp
4.6.6 Ba
amboo and Eucalyptuss Growing
TBBC is successfullly undertakin
ng a reforesttation projecct in the slop
pes above Thham Hin cam
mp using
bamboo and eucalypptus. It is crittical to continnue to pursu
ue this projecct as the camp
mp has no surrounding
forest annd the respeective protecction a forestt provides in
n terms of water
w
retentioon and solid
d erosion
(Box 4).. According to
t the field staff,
s
the occuurrence of flloods in the river
r
in Tham
m Hin has rissen in the
last coupple of years.
Box 4 – Basic Infformation on
n Ecosystem
m Services prrovided by Forests
F
and Bamboo Grrowing
Forestss play an esssential role in support hhuman life support systtems, regulat
ating local climates,
water fflow and nuutrient cycles as well ass supporting local biodiv
versity and respective habitats.
h
Significant deforesstation can leead to moree frequent flaash floods, soil
s degradattion and lan
ndslides,
and low
wer water reetention in th
he dry seasonn. In most reefugee camp
ps, except forr Nu Po, thee risk of
flash flloods and lanndslide is con
nsiderable.
TBBC cooperates with the Department
D
of Agricultu
ure of Tham
mmasat Uniiversity in bamboo
b
growinng both throuugh plantatio
ons as comm
munity based
d initiatives and throughh the distribu
ution of
bamboo seedlings to individuaal householdds. The bam
mboo specialiist from Thaammasat Un
niversity
overseees the grow
wing process of seedlinggs with regu
ular site visiits, mentorinng a newly formed
bamboo committeee and the stip
pend workerss from the caamp who tak
ke care of seeedling mainttenance.
His serrvices are cuurrently used mainly in T
Tham Hin cam
mp. Anotherr pilot bambooo project co
ontinues
in Maee Ra Ma Luanng and Mae La Oon cam
mps and comm
menced in Nu
u Po (Figuree 22).

Eucalypptus has the advantage
a
of being fast grrowing and providing
p
go
ood quality shhelter posts, however
its fast ggrowth comees at a cost – soil deminneralization and
a high waater consumpption. In thiss case, as
there is nno forest surrrounding thee camp and th
the immediatte benefits off eucalyptus growth can outweigh
o
the disaadvantages. However,
H
in the long-terrm, priority should be given
g
to bam
mboo and indigenous
trees plaanting insteadd of eucalyp
ptus trees. Thhis would app
ply to other camps wherre eucalyptuss is being
planted – Mae Ra Ma
M Luang and Mae La O
Oon. In the fo
orestation acttivities TBB C should en
nsure best
practicess continue too be applied best practicees such as terrrace planting and trenchhes as specifiied in the
CAN haandbook.
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The CAN
N Programm
me in Umpiem
m is an exceellent examplle of full com
mpliance witth environmeental best
practicess. The best practices
p
for bamboo plaanting and th
he CAN Prog
gramme are similar and therefore
there is an opportunity to utilize the same fieeld staff and training for bamboo groowing and po
otentially
in the foorm of agro-fforestry.

Fiigure 22 – Bamboo
B
Nurrsery at TBB
BC’s Umpha
ang field offi
fice
4.6.7 Co
ommunity Based
B
Naturral Resourcce Managem
ment (CBNR
RM)
TBBC’ss efforts andd resulting success
s
withh the Community Based
d Natural Reesource Man
nagement
Project ((Box 5) in Nu
N Po and Mae
M Ra Ma Luang are evident.
e
The one year prroject started
d in 2011
with suppport from the Regionaal Communnity Forestry
y Training Centre
C
for A
Asia and thee Pacific
(RECOF
FTC also knoown as The Center for P
People and Forests).
F
REC
COFTC has been instrum
mental to
ensure hhigh level govvernment sup
pport and auuthorization for
f these initiatives.
Box 5 – Community Based N
Natural Reso
ource Manag
gement Pilott Project
The TB
BBC one-yeaar pilot projeect aims to sstrengthen reefugee and lo
ocal Thai com
mmunity coo
operation
in natuural resource managemen
nt and to expplore sustainaable and env
vironmentallyy sensitive liivelihood
opportuunities for both
b
refugeess and Thai vvillagers usiing the Com
mmunity Baseed Natural Resource
R
Managgement (CBN
NRM) model. CBNRM is a commu
unity driven approach thaat entails su
ustainable
biodiveersity conserrvation and ecosystem m
management.. It fosters management
m
of natural resources
r
such ass water, landd and forest and helps too identify su
ustainable liv
velihood activvities within
n specific
naturall environmennts. Such maanagement caapacities rep
present an efffective tool to decrease potential
conflicct with neighhboring Thaii villages but
ut might also
o prove extreemely benefiicial in a situ
uation of
refugeees returningg to Myanm
mar and reecovering th
heir liveliho
oods while preserving existing
biodiveersity and the natural env
vironment. M
Multi stakeho
older networrks have been
en established
d in pilot
areas, bbringing together refugees, Thai villaagers, local authorities, the
t Thai Deppartment of Forestry,
the Royyal Thai Projject, Sueb Fo
oundation annd CCSDPT organization
ns.
The prroject commenced in Feb
bruary 2011 in Nu Po and
a Mae Ra Ma Luang Camp. Acco
ording to
RECOF
FTC’s progrress report (F
February – Juuly 2011), a total
t
of 147 people
p
were trained in Nu
N Po and
41 people in Mae Ra
R Ma Luang. The reporrt states furth
her training should
s
be prrovided to en
nsure full
capacitty building. In
I Nu Po, the Environmeent and Foreest Conservattion (EFCG)) was establisshed as a
result of this project and in order to woork closely with the Nu
u Po Enviroonmental an
nd Forest
Conserrvation Com
mmittee (NEF
FCC) – leadeership and motivation
m
arre key driveers for the su
uccess of
these ppilot projectss in refugee camps. NEF
FCC has fivee full time staff
s
and colllects seeds, manages
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tree nursery and reforestation and cleaning activities under supervision of the wildlife sanctuary
staff. The Environment and Forest Conservation Group (EFCG), setup also by RECOFTC, carries
out forest assessment, plantation of bamboo in the camps and educational activities. TBBC supports
NEFCC and EFCG with materials, tools and prizes for educational activities.
RECOFTC also states in the progress report that at Mae Ra Ma Laung, the conflicts among different
agencies and stakeholders are more obvious making into challenging to successfully implement this
project. During the visits to the different camps, the difference between refugee committees was
evident and a key challenge for TBBC pilot projects.

If possible, depending on funds available, TBBC should make an effort to extend these projects to
other camps in forest areas with on-going support from RECOFTC. These projects can be
implemented for one to two years until the refugee committee is able to implement them on their own.
TBBC and RECOFTC should also explore a closer collaboration with the forestry department for
forest cleaning activities to reduce fire risk during dry season. In addition, TBBC should evaluate the
need for any further additional higher level training by RECOFT in Nu Po and Mae Ra Ma Luang
camp.
4.6.8 Fire Risk
All refugee camps are subject to regular fires within the camp and these can spread easily to the
nearby forests. Their proximity to wildlife and forest areas means it is imperative to ensure any fire
within the camp is quickly contained and extinguished. In the dry season, there are also frequent fires
outside the camps as result of land clearing for agriculture practices. In camps such as Umpiem, Nu
Po and Mae La the camp committees and refugees seemed well informed about how to act. Most
houses have hooks to quickly bring down the roof tops and water/sand to put out small fires. Most
camps have a surrounding fire protection line to reduce fire spreading to the nearby forests.
This is a relatively ambiguous area for TBBC, UNHCR and other NGOs. As TBBC provides shelter
material and it should ensure their materials are used effectively by all refugees including reducing
damage during a fire. TBBC carries out annual survey of households needs for shelter material and, if
possible should monitor if households have the correct tools and knowledge for fire prevention. If not,
these should be reported back to the camp committee for respective action – this might be the case for
Site 1. Site 1 was the only camp visited where there was little interest from the refugee committee in
fire protection and prevention activities and support. Inclusively the Thai camp commander
complained about this fact. This shows the importance of proactive refugee committee interested in
support safety and the well-being of all refugees.
The same applies, if during the TBBC annual survey, TBBC staff identifies houses at risk from
flooding and tree/rock falling or landslides. The lack of land available for relocation is a key issue but
nevertheless houses at risk should be reported to the camp for their consideration. From an
environmental perspective this ensures the shelter materials are effectively utilized and last their
expected term minimizing waste.
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Figurre 23 – Houses in Mae La
L (left) and
d Umpiem (rright) at risk
k of landslidde and flash flood,
rrespectively
y.
4.6.9 Deecommissio
oning
The refuugees’ prosppects of returrning to Myyanmar are im
mproving baased on actioons by the Myanmar
M
governm
ment over thee last year an
nd the recent cease-fire ag
greements beetween the K
Karen and Kaarenni. In
one of thhe refugee coommittee meeetings in Thham Hin, onee refugee meentioned the prospect of returning
r
to Myannmar soon. With
W this in mind,
m
the reffugee camps could be deecommissionned in the neaar future.
One of the Thai cam
mp commanders mentionned the expeectation that NGO’s, CC
CSDPT and UNHCR
would reeturn the refu
fugee camps to their natuural environm
ment. Thereaafter, the Royyal Thai Gov
vernment
departm
ments such ass Forestry Deepartment w
would take ov
ver full recov
very. It is im
mportant the TBBC is
well infformed on the
t decommissioning phhase conditio
ons and gov
vernment exxpectations regarding
r
closure of the cam
mps. If neccessary, andd when opp
portune, TB
BBC might need to prepare a
decomm
missioning pllan with all key
k agenciess to ensure appropriate
a
actions
a
to miitigate the im
mpacts of
the campps on the envvironment an
nd return the camp to its natural
n
state.
4.6.10 T
TBBC Incom
me Generation Program
m ‐ Livestocck Raising
Tham H
Hin camp has a TBBC
C income geeneration pro
ogram which provides grants for livestock
purchasee, mainly foor pig raisin
ng. As resultt, it is TBB
BC’s task to ensure adeequate enviro
onmental
managem
ment of pig manure (Box 6). There aare approxim
mately 204 pigs
p (88 pig rraisers) in Tham
T
Hin
which aare closely monitored
m
by
y TBBC annd also the Livestock
L
Department
D
ffrom the Ro
oyal Thai
Governm
ment. TBBC
C provides trraining on ennvironment practices
p
and
d rules for ppig raisers. The
T rules
pertaininng to the envvironment aree highlightedd below:
•

Every pig has
h to be sold after raissing for fourr to six mon
nths, to be uused for com
mmercial
purposes. Thhis reduces th
he size of piggs in the cam
mp and their waste.
w

•

A maximum
m of three pig
gs is permittted per pig raiser,
r
and on
ne person caannot have more
m
than
one pig housse. This ensu
ures the pig ddensity is low
w and controlled.

•

Every pig haas to be in a pig
p house. T
This ensures a controlled environment
e
t for the pigs.

•

Everyone who
w wishes to
t become a pig raiser must
m
follow all rules annd regulation
ns which
ensure peoplle follow besst practices.

The pigg raising is located
l
at a distance froom the camp
p and river stream
s
minim
mizing any potential
impacts on water quuality. The piig houses aree relatively dispersed
d
and can have tto 1 to 3 pigs in each
house w
which seems to be within the ecosysteem’s carryin
ng capacity (further testinng would be required
to fully evaluate thhe current im
mpact on soiil and waterr). The pig house is cov
overed with roof and
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concretee floor whichh contains a tube for dirrecting all th
he urine into the soil. Thhis reduces any direct
contaminnation beyonnd the pig ho
ouse.

Figure 244 – Pig House at Tham H
Hin camp with roof cover and conccrete floors
The pig manure is generally
g
used by the refuugees as natu
ural fertilizerr and it coulld potentially
y be used
in TBBC
C’s reforestation project at
a Tham Hinn despite the distance.
Box 6 – Basic Inforrmation on P
Positive and
d Negative Im
mpacts of Piig Raising
The pootential possitive impactts of livesttock on the environment include fertilization of soil,
stimulaation of plannt growth and
d therefore iindirectly red
ducing waterr run-off. In addition, it provides
additioonal income for
f refugees, potentially rreducing their need to use forest resouurces.
The pootential negattive impacts from intensiive pig raisin
ng could be water pollutition, air pollu
ution and
soil poollution from
m excessive nitrogen, phhosphorous and ammonia. Thereforre, it is important to
ensure the numberss of pigs in th
he camp are within the carrying
c
capaacity and do nnot lead to surface or
groundd water polluution in the camp
c
and doownstream, particularly
p
in the dry sea
eason. As thee level of
impact depends on the pig denssity it might be relevant to
t monitor itt using indicaators such ass number
of pigs per hectare (rai) and num
mber of com
mplaints regarrding water pollution
p
in tthe camp and
d villages
downsttream.
4.6.11 A
Assessmentt of Forestry
y, Agricultu
ure and Live
estock
Good Prractices by TBBC
T
in Fo
orestry, Agrriculture and
d Livestock
•

Supply of food,
f
shelter and charcooal from TBB
BC reduces the pressuree on forest area and
wildlife conssiderably.

•

CAN Progrramme han
ndbook and film raisin
ng awareneess on CA
AN Program
mme and
environmenttal best practtices.

•

CAN Prograamme uses best environm
mental practicces for agricu
ulture and aggro-forestry.

•

TBBC suppports reforeestation acttivities and local shellter producttion mitigaating the
environmenttal impact of the refugeee camps (e.g
g. cement po
ost project, m
mud bricks, bamboo
water leachinng and bamb
boo planting)).

•

TBBC and partner
p
REC
COTFC suppport reforestaation activities with locaal Thai comm
munities,
government agencies and
d refugees.
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TBBC Income Generation Project for Pig Raising follows best practices to minimize impact
on environment.

Key Recommendations for Forestry, Agriculture and Livestock
•

As mentioned in the TBBC Programme Report (January to June 2011), “TBBC needs to
further increase its advocacy work with Thai authorities including the Thai Forestry
Department and also cooperation with RECOTFC on community-based natural resource
management in order to explore possibilities for alternative shelter material procurement
lines. This suggestion includes further need for TBBC to expand its bamboo and tree planting
activities”.

•

TBBC should continue to support reforestation activities with RECOFTC in camps
particularly where the carrying capacity has been exceeded and there is no surrounding forest
area such as Umpiem and Tham Hin. TBBC should also explore use of pig waste as fertilizer
for reforestation projects following CAN best practices.

•

Explore opportunity with RECOFTC and Thai Authorities to support forest cleaning activities
to reduce forest fire risk in the area. Activities could be monitored by forestry department.

•

Evaluate results from pilot projects for mitigating impact on forest areas in Nu Po camp. If
successful extended these to other camps and evaluate need for additional staff to carry out
these projects successfully.

•

If possible, despite its advantages, avoid eucalyptus planting as it is not an indigenous tree,
and its fast growth is due to high water absorption and fast soil demineralization.

•

Continue to disseminate CAN Programme handbook and film and other effective CAN
promotional materials.

•

Opportunity for greater integration and synergies between CAN staff and forest activities
including agro-forestry.

•

Continue to monitor pig raising in Tham Hin camp as pig density increases to ensure it does
not exceed carrying capacity and impact on environmental is kept to a minimal.

•

Opt for bamboo water leaching rather the bamboo smoking using waste incinerator.

•

During annual survey monitor warehouse and household landslide, flood and report to camp
committee to minimize shelter material loss.

•

As mentioned in the physical planning assessment, the Nu Po CAN Programme is located
near waste incinerator and open air waste pit containing batteries. TBBC should evaluate
resulting contamination of vegetables, soil and water and report situation to refugee camp
committee for relocation of open waste pit.

4.7 Assessment of Chemical Effects
There are four items that TBBC manages on daily basis which can have potential adverse impact on
the environment (see Box 3):
•

Charcoal

•

Cooking Oil (soya bean)

•

Fish Paste

•

Packaging and containers

The chemical effects of the four items are assessed in the above sections, particularly Physical
Planning and Water and Sanitation. TBBC does not use any man-made fertilizers or pesticides in
its activities. Rice fumigation using methyl bromide is applied by specialized staff in camps where
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rice is stored for a minimum of 6 months – Mae La Oon and Mae La Ma Ruang. According to TBBC,
the fumigation process complies with United Nations World Food Program requirements.
4.7.1 Assessment of Chemical Effects
Good Practices by TBBC in Chemical Effects
•

Rice fumigation by trained staff and carried out according to the United Nations World Food
Programme regulations.

•

No use of man-made fertilizers and pesticides in the CAN Programme.

•

See good practices regarding Physical Planning and Water and Sanitation.

Key Recommendations for Chemical Effects
•

Continue to monitor and report any spills and provide regular training to TBBC field staff and
refugee staff at the warehouses.

•

See key recommendations regarding Water and Sanitation and Physical Planning in
particular relocation of CAN Programme in Nu Po due to proximity of waste incinerator and
open air waste pit containing batteries.

4.8 Assessment of People, Social Services and Education
TBBC provides regular training to TBBC field staff, camp committee, local Thai villagers and
refugees for a number of activities and pilot projects. All training activities are reported in TBBC’s
Programme Report. The key challenge for TBBC is the high turnover of refugee staff particularly
volunteers. These volunteers are responsible for managing some of the warehouses tasks including
cleaning, verifying correct unloading/loading process, etc. If possible, TBBC should ensure these
volunteers are trained and if turn-over regular, TBBC should opt for part-time staff to ensure staff is
familiarized with TBBC’s best practices.
A total of five pilot projects have or are being setup in Nu Po camp which contribute to reducing the
impact on the refugee camp on environment. All these projects involve significant amount of
dedication and training. The reason for the high number of projects is the location of the camp in the
wildlife sanctuary which warrants particular attention but also the enthusiastic and proactive support
of the refugee camp committee. The success of these projects depends on dedicated refugee staff and
regular support and monitoring from TBBC field staff. TBBC should verify the need for additional
staff to support all these pilot projects at Nu Po. Although working with less active refugee camp
committees is a challenge, if possible, TBBC should continue to pursue and extend these projects and
training to other camps and not only Nu Po, particularly the CAN Programme.
4.8.1 Assessment of People, Social Services and Education
Good Practices by TBBC in People, Social Services and Education
•

Successful and on-going training provided for CAN Programme, CBNRM and other pilot
projects that mitigate adverse impact of the refugee camps on the environment.

Key Recommendations for People, Social Services and Education
•

Ensure all volunteer refugee staff at warehouses are trained and if necessary hire part-time
staff if there is high rate of turnover of volunteers.

•

Consider including environmental reporting in the TBBC Programme Reports and adoption of
environmental policy principles by TBBC management.
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•

Consider requesting field staff to suggest a measure to reduce TBBC’s environmental impact
in each camp and for which they would be responsible for implementing and monitoring.

•

Evaluate need for additional TBBC staff at Nu Po to manage and monitor all five pilot
projects. If funding is made available, consider extending some successful pilot projects to
other refugee camps which have no pilot projects.
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5. Summary of Assessment and Key Recommendations
The aim of this section is to provide an overview of the main adverse environmental impacts identified at the refugee camps resulting or associated to
TBBC’s activities. Table 4 lists the impacts, assesses these against qualitative criteria and highlights realistic recommendations for possible action by TBBC.
Table 5 includes the criteria used for the assessment and identifies the several levels of environment impact possible to support Table 4. The impacts
highlighted in Table 4 are those that require immediate / on-going action by TBBC. Note that the report also includes additional recommendations for TBBC
to minimize the impact on environment and which require minor action by TBBC. The assessment is qualitative as no soil, surface water or ground water
samples were taken for laboratory tests in any of the camps.
Table 4 – Assessment of the Main Adverse Environmental Impacts from TBBC’s Activities and Recommendations for Possible Action
Component1

Assessment of Environmental Impacts
Adverse/Negative Impact

Procurement
and Logistics

High consumption of charcoal
and poor quality of charcoal
sack resulting in adverse
impact from charcoal dust on
air, water and soil quality.

High
use
of
heavy
transportation for supplies.

Physical
Planning

Location
of
TBBC
warehouses in areas with high
risk of flooding and landslides
in rainy season. Potential
disaster and spill could impact
significantly water and soil
quality.

By David Morgado

Durability

High
quantity

Significance

Recommendations

Reversibility

High quantity

Request supplier to improve quality of charcoal sack, avoid reuse of
charcoal sack for erosion/flood protection purposes. Ensure charcoal
distribution within an adequate location and not outside the warehouse.
Ensure adequate stacking of charcoal sacks. Additional efficient cooking
stoves could potentially reduce charcoal demand, although this will need
to be assessed by TBBC.

High quantity

There is an opportunity to improve charcoal distribution in Site 1 and
reduce respective transportation. There is also an opportunity to include
environmental criteria in the procurement process to minimize impact of
transportation and introduce best practices.

CO2 emissions

Depending on resulting spill and carrying
capacity

TBBC should consider relocating two small charcoal warehouses located
near water stream prone to potential flash floods in Site 1. In addition,
TBBC should dismantle a poor quality charcoal warehouse in Site 1 and
replace with an adequate warehouse following TBBC’s existing best
practices. Umpiem charcoal warehouse has a high risk of landslide –
location should be reconsidered. TBBC should monitor other warehouses
in all nine camps for any high risks including ensuring charcoal
warehouses are fully enclosed to avoid degradation of air quality.
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Location of CAN Programme
in Nu Po camp next to
incinerator and open waste pit
containing AA batteries with
heavy metals – risk of
contamination to soil, surface
and groundwater and food
chain.
Water
and
Sanitation

Food

Cooking oil, charcoal and fish
paste and their potential
impact on water and soil
quality in daily management.

Waste
originating
from
TBBC’s
activities
and
supplies at the refugee camp.

Energy

Soil and water contamination
due to poor management of
TBBC’s small generator by
refugee camp committee.

Forestry,
Agriculture
and Livestock

High population density and
pressure on forests and
wildlife.

Use
of
Eucalyptus
in
reforestation projects leading
to soil demineralization and
high water consumption in the
long-term

Although the management of waste is not the responsibility of TBBC,
this issue should be presented to the refugee camp committee to avoid
contamination of local water resources and food chain. TBBC should
closely monitor and evaluate level of contamination at this stage.

Lead poisoning

High quantity

High quantity

High
quantity

High quantity

High quantity

Tin

The number of spills at TBBC’s warehouses is minimal. However,
cleaning activities should continue to be monitored and volunteer
refugee staff should continue to receive regular training to ensure
minimum impact.

Most packaging is reused by refugees. Charcoal sack and cooking oil tins
should not be used for erosion or flood protection purposes due to their
characteristics and potential adverse impact on the environment.
TBBC should provide basic training to generator manager, refugee
committee for correct disposal and management of diesel tins as well as
generator operation. Diesel generator warehouse should be improved due
to proximity to water stream and lack of concrete flooring.

High density

Depends
on the
camp

If funds are made available, TBBC should continue to extend its
successful CAN and forestry projects with partner RECOFTC to other
camps and exploring opportunities for agro-forestry. TBBC should
evaluate other on-going pilot projects and extend these to other camps
beyond Nu Po – particularly Umpiem and Tham Hin.
TBBC should prioritize on plantation of local indigenous trees and
bamboo instead of Eucalyptus. Forestration projects should be
implemented particularly in Tham Hin and Umpiem where the carrying
capacity has been exceeded.

1 - Sida’s Guidelines for the Review of Environmental Impact Assessment - Humanitarian Assistance. Note: In some cases the components in Sida’s guidelines are closely
interlinked.
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Table 5 - Criteria for Evaluation of the Level of Environmental Impacts of TBBC’s activities
Less than 6 months

6 to 12 months

Over 1 year

Short Term

Medium Term

Long Term

Durability1

Not Significant or Slightly Significant
Significance2

Significant
Very Significant
Reversible

Reversibility3
Irreversible
1 – Long-term or short-term exposure to the impact. 2 – A significant to very significant environmental impact is one that cannot be avoided or mitigated. 3- Reversibility is
the ability to restore the natural conditions of the ecosystem after the lifespan of the refugee camp.
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6. Annex I – Methodology and Key Questions
6.1 Procurement and Logistics
This involved a review of TBBC’s procurement manual and interview of staff responsible for
procurement and logistics at TBBC. The objective was to understand how transportation is managed,
what kinds of products are transported and their characteristics, and identify any opportunities for
improvements (e.g. maximize efficient transportation). The assessment and interview were conducted
at TBBC’s headquarters in Bangkok on the 11th January 2012.
6.1.1. Key Questions
Interviewees: Procurement Manager (Apatchana Goetz) and Logistics Manager (Krisana
Atsawasrisakulchai) and Andrea Menefee (Nutrition Technical Specialist)
Supporting Documents: Procurement Manual – July 2011, list of products transported and their
characteristics.
1. What are the types of transportation used by TBBC? What types of food and fuel are
delivered? How are these delivered (level of containment, refrigeration etc.)?
2. Does the transportation apply only to refugee camps? Or is there transportation within the
camps or to other locations? How is local produce transported?
3. How is staff transportation managed?
4. Is transportation planned as efficiently as possible? How?
5. Are there opportunities to reduce transportation? Opportunities to work with other NGO’s for
effective transportation?
6. Have measures been planned for environmental satisfactory procurements? If yes, which
measures? Are these specified in the procurements and monitored/verified?
7. Do trucks come back empty from the camp after delivery? Opportunity to bring waste for
adequate disposal or treatment?
8. The procurement manual does not seem to cover environmental aspects – could this be
included in the manual – for example – criteria – tenderers must perform in accordance with
environmental laws and best practices – e.g. maintenance of vehicles, eco-driving, etc?
9. What is the procurement process for food sourcing?

6.2 Physical Planning
The nine refugee camps in which TBBC has an active role, belong to and have been selected by the
Ministry of Interior from the Royal Thai Government and are considered to be temporary (e.g. no use
of cement for construction). This limits possible mitigation measures to be implemented by TBBC
and selection of location of TBBC facilities and their characteristics. However, TBBC is involved in
the physical planning of agricultural and forest areas. This fact is reflected in the questions below.
6.2.1. Key Questions
Interviewees: TBBC field staff involved agricultural and forest related activities. Thai Department of
Forestry and experts at the Regional Community Forestry Training Centre at Nu Po.
Supporting Documents: UNHCR report on Disaster Risk Management in Refugee Camps along the
Thailand – Myanmar Border, RECOFTC report on Strengthening Local Communities and Support
Organizations through a CBNRM Approach and Capacity Building in Burmese Refugee Camps and
Neighboring Communities.
1. What is the criteria for choosing the locations for agricultural and forestry products (i.e.
material for shelter such as bamboo and eucalyptus)? What is the impact on local biodiversity,
ground and surface water, etc? Any measures to minimize erosion such as terrace planting?
2. How is drainage managed and maintained?
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3. How is planting carried out? What species? Are these local species or non-invasive?
4. Are fertilizers or pesticides used? Opportunity for use of organic fertilizers?
5. Is TBBC responsible for returning the locations to their natural condition upon conclusion? If
yes, what is the plan? Any maintenance activities undertaken?
6. Do these activities conflict with any activities undertaken by local people? Opportunities for
involving local people or Ministry of Forests? Produce used exclusively for refugee camps by
TBBC?
7. If located in wildlife sanctuary what is the level of impact caused by these activities and local
activities (e.g. significant illegal logging in the area, etc)?
8. What are the risks of land sliding particularly during flood periods? Is the soil left bare in any
month of the year? What is the average slope level at the camp?
9. What type of training is provided to refugees in the agriculture and forestry related activities?
Are their activities monitored regularly to minimum impact on the environment?
10. The shelter materials used have a minimum effect on the environment and are locally
sourced? What are the materials used? Can these be recycled/reused or destroyed in an
environmentally satisfactory way? Any opportunities to improved or upgrade existing shelter
materials?

6.3 Water and Sanitation
TBBC is not directly involved in water and sanitation management at the refugee camps. However,
TBBC’s activities can directly or indirectly impact ground and surface water sources. These are
related to TBBC’s warehouses, livestock project supported by TBBC, and rented land for agricultural
and forestry purposes.
6.3.1. Key Questions
Interviewees: Shelter Expert (David Curmi) and TBBC field staff
1. What are the criteria for choosing the locations of the warehouses and land rented by TBBC?
Are the warehouses set up and owned by TBBC?
2. Any measures in place in case of spill at the warehouse? Training provided to staff? What
quantities of each food and fuel products are in the warehouses – worst case scenario?
3. What type of training is provided to staff? Are their activities monitored regularly to
minimize impact on the environment? Any measures to minimize water usage?
4. Any activities conducted by TBBC that have a direct or indirect impact on water resources?
5. What type of waste is generated at the warehouse and other TBBC activities? Any hazardous
waste? How is this waste dealt with? Any impact of waste generated on water resources?
6. Is drinking water sourced from ground water and used by TBBC staff? What is the situation
in terms of water availability?

6.4 Food
The TBBC’s key activity is to provide food to the refugee camps. The transportation and food
warehouse location were assessed in sections 6.1 and 6.2. This section focused particularly on food
sourcing, storage and disposal.
The disposal process was assessed during an audit to the camps. The food sourcing was assessed
based on interviews with TBBC expert staff at the Bangkok headquarters.
6.4.1. Key Questions
Interviewees: Nutrition Technical Specialist (Andrea Menefee), TBBC field staff and refugee camp
committee.
1. Is the food culturally acceptable?
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2. Is food selected in such a way that the use of energy for transport, packing, handling and
cooking is minimised?
3. Are packaging materials recycled/reused/biodegradable?
4. How is food waste managed at each refugee camp? What other waste disposal mechanisms
exist at the refugee camp? Is waste food recycled in hygienic composting systems? What is
done to minimize food waste? How is waste cooking oil managed? Are there opportunities for
cooking oil collection?
5. How is the charcoal ash from the cooking stoves managed at the refugee camps?

6.5 Energy
The assessment covered mainly energy use at TBBC’s offices, warehouses and use of fuel for the
cooking stoves and generator.
6.5.1 Key Questions
Interviewees: TBBC headquarters office manager, other TBBC offices, TBBC field staff.
Supporting Material: TBBC headquarters electricity bills over the last year. Report on Energy
Supply to Burmese Refugees in Thailand: A Follow-up Evaluation for the Burmese Border
Consortium, Report on Review of Fuel Supply to Refugees on the Thailand/Myanmar Border.
1. What are the types of fuel provided and used by TBBC at refugee camps? Are these
sustainably sourced locally? Are there opportunities to use waste biomass for non-residential
applications?
2. Does TBBC own any generator or electrical equipment at the refugee camps? If yes, how are
they managed? What fuel used for generator?
3. Are energy-saving stoves and cooking equipment provided by TBBC?
4. What type of lighting used at the refugee camps in TBBC activities? CFL?

6.6 Forestry, Agriculture and Livestock
The objective of this component was to assess the interaction of the refugee land-use with the possible
other land-uses such as agriculture, forestry and livestock to avoid any conflicts with local population.
Recently TBBC expanded its bamboo plantations, setup a pilot community forest management project
together with Thai authorities and pilot roofing leaf production and bamboo preservation projects.
This involved a brief visit to the surrounding areas (1-2 kms from the refugee camp) and conversation
with TBBC field staff, organization partners, Thai government entities and local people. The Regional
Community Forestry Training Centre is a good example of interaction between natural resource
management, biodiversity preservation and was covered in the visit to Nu Po refugee camp.
6.6.1 Key Questions
Interviewees: TBBC field staff, particularly at Nu Po, Regional Community Forestry Training Centre
staff and Thai authority, local people if possible, staff responsible for pilot projects.
Supporting Material: RECOFTC report on Strengthening Local Communities and Support
Organizations through a CBNRM Approach and Capacity Building in Burmese Refugee Camps and
Neighboring Communities.
1. Are there more details available on the pilot projects? Any other pilot projects under
development? Other projects undertaken by other agencies? How is the local community
involved? What is the opinion of the Thai authorities and local people on these projects?
2. The Karen people are well adapted to the living in the forest areas in a sustainable way – can
any lessons be taken from their approach?
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3. Are there plans for long-term sustainable forestry in the refugee areas? What are the key
outcomes of the pilot projects? If successful, can these be implemented in other refugee
camps with support of Thai authority?
4. Is sustainable agricultural production encouraged or negatively affected in the area?
5. Can the project diminish, directly or indirectly, the possibilities available to the existing local
population of moving into or using natural resources inside or outside the project area? Are
there plans to minimise any such effects?
6. Can the project lead to conflicts in respect of the present use or tenure of the land?
7. Are there plans to minimise such conflicts and preparedness for conflict resolution?
8. Does TBBC own or is responsible for livestock at the camps?
9. Does TBBC have measures in place for reducing forest fire – particularly at Nu Po?

6.7 Chemical Effects
Charcoal and generator fuel storage location and management were evaluated during the audit/visit to
the refugee camps. It involved qualitative assessment of storage location, management and space as
well as interviews with local staff to understand preparedness in case of spill, flood, landslide, fire or
soil contamination.

6.7.1 Key Questions
Interviewees: TBBC field staff, TBBC shelter expert (David Crumi)
Supporting material: List of all relevant products provided and used by TBBC at the refugee camps
and if possible information on their composition.
Will the project:
1. Use chemicals which are difficult to break down?
2. Have the result that large areas are exposed to chemicals?
3. Result in an increased or decreased risk that chemicals are unintentionally spread, for
example by air, water or via food chains, through the use of chemicals, or through poor
storage conditions or inadequate facilities for the destruction of waste products?
4. Contribute to a situation in which untrained personnel handle chemicals?
5. Result in acute and/or long-term health hazards for personnel who handle chemicals or for the
population in the area?
If so are there proposals for measures to be taken to reduce/control the use of chemicals and to reduce
negative effects on the environment, as well as plans to train personnel in handling chemicals and
providing them with adequate protective equipment?

6.8 People, Social Services and Education
This component covers mainly the refugee camp site, its daily operation and services provided. To
assess this component, an audit of the refugee camp and interviews with TBBC and local staff was
required to understand daily operation tasks, training on environmental issues and how these affect the
local environment.
6.8.1 Key Questions
Interviewees: TBBC organizational development manager (Ray Leclair) and other TBBC staff
Supporting material: None

1. Are there plans for education and training and common activities in local environmental
issues? What training is provided in the warehouses, agricultural and forestry activities
involving TBBC?
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7. Annex II ‐ General Checklist for Visit/Audits to Refugee Camps
Interview local TBBC camp staff to find out all activities undertaken by TBBC in the camp
and training received
Visit TBBC regional offices and other agencies such as UNHCR
Visit TBBC warehouses to understand storage process and possible impacts
Visit TBBC rented land for agricultural and forestry practices
Visit TBBC offices in the refugee camps
Visit and interview households
Visit surrounding areas of the refugee camps
Interview other relevant key stakeholders
Interview local Thai people in the vicinity of the refugee camp
Inspect water availability and usage, waste water disposal, waste disposal
Inspect energy usage, electrical equipment and lighting
Inspect slope, flood-risk, land slide risk and drainage/water run-off
Inspect livestock projects supported by TBBC
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